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\hsiriici Spatially resolved cleciro optic sampling experiments on ZnTe and GaP demonstrate that the generation of coherent phonon
|)i)l,iiiiDiis by ultrafast opiical pulses can be described as Cherenkov radiation Coherent phonon polaritons generated through impulsive stimulated 
K,iin.)ii scaticiing aie usually studied using the transient grating gcomcliy, in which two ultrafast pulses define a siiecific polariton wavcvcclor.Alternatively, 
jHil.iiiinn generation using a lightly locuscd pump pulse is usually associated with the Cherenkov effect Here we show that the two methods, stimulated 
Kanun sLaiieiing and the Cheienkov interpretation, are lundamentally the same and discuss the implications of this on the interpretation of transient 
i:\penmenis We also show that the geneiaiion of TH/. radiation by non-icsonani optical rectification can be described as Cherenkov emission 
h\ a |iaiially extended source Experiments and calculations aie presented for various excitation geometiies
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Introduction
111 ii.mics of two great experimental physici.sis are associated 
nil ihc Raman effect and Cherenkov radiation (CR)| 1,2). To 
le niodcMi experimentalist, the methods by which they were 
isu)\Livcl seem ama/,ingly primitive and yet refreshingly simple. 
Raniiin cflcct was discovered by focusing filtered sunlight 
lk|uids and observing the inelaslically scattered light 
iiniigh colored filters and polari/.crs,l I, 3| whereas CR was 
Quivered when Cherenkov noticed a bluish glow in a crucible 
I ''LlII uric acid placed next to a piece of radium [2,4]. There are 
>mc sinking parallels between the early histones of these two 
’'''^ '^loinciia. In both experiments,the photodclector was the 
'Liman cve, the most sensitive real-time detector of visible light 
1^ "lahic at ihc lime, in addition, much as in the case of Raman’s 
ail\ e xperiments, most of Cherenkov’s curly efforts went into 
m^’ that the light resuUed from something other than simple 
“'L’lncsccncc, and he succeeded by demonstrating the 
■I'liaiion's strong forwai'd collimaiion and polarization 
*"1^ Mlics|4]
' puper deals with a phenomenon that is xi combination 
Raman and Cherenkov effects. It is well-known in the
'^ ''PiMuJing Author
ultrafast optics community that tightly focused optical pulses 
traveling through anonlineai medium can emit Cherenkov 
radiation [5, 6]. Through the inverse electro-optic effect, also 
known as optical rectification, such a pulse imitates a relativistic 
dipole. In a medium with dispersion, the Cherenkov radiation 
takes the form of a polariton, and the generation mechanism is a 
combination of both stimulated Raman and inverse electro-optic 
contributions. The Cherenkov formalism is useful for describing 
the effects of a source of polaritons propagating through a 
transparent material.17, 8]
Stimulated Raman scattering is the coherent process in which 
two optical waves interact to generate or gain energy from a 
coherent phonon field. Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering 
(ISRS) describes the special case in which both optical waves 
arc present in a single broadband pulse.[9] In the time 
domain,this is equivalent to the optical pulse producing a force 
on the lattice and starling a coherent phonon oscillation, which 
may then be detected with another pulse through the inverse 
process. Pump and probe measurements with ultrafast optical 
pulses have been used to generate and detect coherent and 
squeezed optical phonon fields in a variety of materials [ 10,11 ]. 
Potential applications include an X-ray Bragg switch [12] and 
ferroelectric memory [13].
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Visible optical pulses can generate mlVared light through 
tlillercncc-frequency generation (Oh'Ci), also known as optical 
reclilication |I4 |, associated with the nonlinear susceptibility 
The optical pulse is reclil'icd. inducing a polarization 
proportional to its intensity envelope which then radiates 
inlrared light. K the pulse is tightly focused and its group velocity 
is greater than the phase vekicity in the infrared, the situation is 
analogous to C'R, in that we have a relativistic object (a dipole) 
emitting light, This was first shown in 19S4 by Auslon and eo- 
woikers in la 'raJ5 | and was developed into a source ol short 
FH/ pulses 115|.
The connection helween slnnulaied Raman scattering and 
the (dierenkov ellecl tomes about because an mlrarcd-active 
phonon couples strongly to light, resulting in a phonon 
polaiilon Polaritons, hybiiil excitations that lesult when an 
elementary excitation carries a polari/ation 116, 17|, are, m some 
sense, a way ofdesciibing light propagation without introducing 
the index ol refraction, the polariUin is ^iressed light Phonon 
polaritons were first studied experimentally by spontaneous 
Raman scattering in the neai-forward scattering geometry | 18|. 
Because of the coupling between the lattice and infrared light, a 
I'oice on the lattice induced by the optical pulse results in infrared 
emission. As a lesull, stimulated Raman scattering and the 
electio-optic eflecl aie mixed Because a phonon polariton has a 
si/able group velocity, it piopagates awav as it is generated, 
and this is nicely taken into account by the C'herenkov lormalism
Recently, a pump-piobe experiment in ZnSe led to a re­
examination ol electro optic CR in dispeisive media |7| d’hc fact 
that miraied light is a polariton lesults m strong dispersion near 
the phonon fiequency, which changes the C'K pattern There 
are two qualitatively dillerent regimes lorCR depending on the 
velocity oi the source, which were termed supcrluminal and 
subluminal. The subluminal regime contains Icatures not 
previously recognized I I9| Recently, results ol a spatially- 
resolved electro-optic sampling experiment m ZnTe were 
reported, m which the C'hercnkov pattern in the subluminal 
regime was first measured [H|. In the ISRS literature, it is not 
commonly appreciated that ISRS and the Cherenkov effect arc 
two sides ol the same com The generation mechanism is 
identical, the mily diflerence is the shape of the pump pulse, 
periodic lor ISRS and pomt-like fi^ r the Cherenkov effect. ISRS 
is olten discussed in terms ol lour-wave mixing, but the CR 
interpretation is, m oui opinion, more physically revealing.
We performed experiments m two crystals. ZnTe and GaP. 
Our technique, based on that of Auston and co-workers 16], 
allows the detailed mapping of the polariton field generated by 
a pulse ol any spatial or temporal shape, and at the same time 
images the source pulse itself. Our calculations, based on the 
C heienki^v radiation interpretation, could lind application in the 
dciemiinalion of the DKi-gcncraicd electromagnetic fields due 
to spaiiotemporally-shapcd ultrafast pulses 12()|.
There arc two equivalent ways of looking at phonon polaritons 
as lattice vibrations coupled to the electromagnetic field, or as 
light perturbed by coupling to the lattice, leading to strong 
dispersion in the dielectric susceptibility. The important point is 
that the lattice and electromagnetic field cannot be separuied. 
so interactions which affect the lattice necessarily couple to the 
electric field and vice versa. Here we review the optical phonon’s 
contribution to the linear and nonlinear susceptibilities ol the 
medium.
For simplicily. consider a single infrared-active mode mm 
diatomic lattice with cubic structure, and neglect damping flic 
dielectric function is | I7|
2. Phonon polaritons and the optical susceptibilities
t:{n) = +
\ - ( U / Q , o )
where is the transverse optical phonon frequency, is 
the dieleclric constant due lo higher-lying electronic rcsonanas, 
and is the sialic dieleclric conslanl.Thc coupling bclwccii 
the lallice and light leads lo the breaking of the dcgcneiacv 
between the longiludinal and transverse optical phonon 
frequencies 12;^, and , which aie related by the well-knoun 
Lyddane-Sachs-'leller formula 12 I2f^  ^ . T'he refiaLiivi
index n{£2) = f(f2)'^‘ , phase velocity c I n{£2) , and pohiiiion
dispeision relalion £2 = cq I n{£2) are shown in Figure I hn ,i 
material with dieleclric lunclion given by Fq. I. In this w'oik 
deal with the lower polariton bianch, consisting of frequeiuu^ 
below £2 j(f Near zero frequency where the dispersion cui vi- ^
frequency ^
Figure 1. Optical puramclers given by Ec|. I for u generic maleiial 
a single mfrarcd-aciive phonon (a) Refractive index rt (b) phase 
(Ifi (t) polariton dispersion relation. The darkened regions ''
band between £2^^ and 12^ ,^ in which light cannot propagate.
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Imciir, the polarilon is mostly light-like whereas, near £2^Q , it is 
phonon-like. In general, the polariton has both light-and 
phonoii-like chiiracicr.
Nonlinear interaction of visible light with phonon polaritons 
involves both the lattice and the THz clectiomagnetic field. The 
nonlinear tensor that determines the coupling of polaritons to 
M sibic light is thus composed of two parts, the Raman tensor
, which couples visible light to the phonon mode with 
amplitude 0 , and the second-order nonlinear susceptibility 
zz , which couples visible light to electric fields. Both of 
ihcsf susceptibilities are almost entirely electronic in nature 
aiiJ, in the transparent materials discussed here, real. Counting 
both of these contributions, the total nonlinear polarization is 
1 2 1 . 1 7 1
r ; '  (£2) = xll^E^(i2)Ei^(co, ) + xH Q, (2)
wIkic is the amplitude ot one of the three-fold degenerate 
phonon inodes, (i)i is the frequency of the visible laser light 
and is the frequency of the phonon polariton, As is well- 
known, the Raman contribution can be included in an effective 
nonlinear susceptibility /^^ ^^ ,cach tensor element of which takes 
he lorin
14-e l i ­
x i­
rs TO (3)
v\Iktc the Faust-Henry coefficient e*/j *
)
•^2/r;) “ gives the ratio of the Raman (olten termed ionic) to 
L li'Ltionic contributions (211. Here e"^ is the transverse effective 
^luige and At is the reduced mass of the lattice mode. Because
t'lKurc 2. Effective nonlinear susceptibility tH£2) according to Eq 3 (a) 
4) .S The and Rurnan contributions subtract below theC .
''‘^ ''iKiiicc.(b) C = 0..S The X 
'^ '^ DiKincc
and Raman contributions add below the
and x^~  ^ *^ 1^ change appreciably with frequency in the
THz range, C is nearly a constant for a given laser wavelength 
and material. See Figure 2. In our experiments we shall not need 
to consider the dispersion of d, for we mainly deal with low 
frequency polaritons. We assume a constant nonlinear 
susceptibility given by + .
3. Theory of Cherenkov radiation in a dispersive medium
After including the Raman contribution to the generation and 
detection of polaritons in an effective electro-optic coefficient 
d{i2) . wc can now use the theory of Cherenkov radiation to 
calculate the polariton field. The theory of CR by a charged 
particle was largely worked out by Tamm and Frank in the late 
I93()’s 122,23] and adapted toelectro-oplic CR by Kleinman and 
Auston in 1984 124]. A charged particle that travels through a 
dielectric kicks the electrons in the medium, and when the particle 
travels faster than the phase velocity ol light in the medium, an 
electromagnetic shock wave is generated, analogous to a sonic 
boom. This is Cherenkov radiation.For wavelengths much larger 
than ihe lattice spacing, the theory of CR is entirely classical 
and derivable with the macroscopic Maxwell equations.
Within the slowly-varying envelope approximation, an 
optical pulse traveling through anon-ccntrosymmetric medium 
mixes with itself and induces a polarization proportional to its 
pulse envelope 114]. This dipolar charge distribution moves at 
the group velocity ol the pulse and, like a charged particle, 
can emit CR if is greater than the phase velocity of light 
('/ n{£2) within the bandwidth of the rectified pulse. Note that 
the CR interpretation of this process is still that of a nonlinear 
optical process; DFG induces the relativistic dipole and the 
Cherenkov formalism is simply another way of describing the 
phase matching process. It is also possible in some situations 
to interpret other nonlinear optical phase matching processes, 
like second harmonic generation, in Cherenkov-like terms [25].
II the beam is focused tightly compared to the wavelength 
of the polariton, the polarization induced by the ultrafast optical 
pulse can be approximated by a point dipole. This is the closest 
optical analogue to conventional CR (emitted by a relativistic 
monopole). We assume that the optical pulse is never depleted 
by the DFG process and make the approximation that the medium 
is infinitely long, so that, if the source of CR travels along the z 
axis, the fields are a function of and the cylindrical
coordinates p , measured from the pulse’s path through the 
sample and 0 , measured from the direction of the dipole.
The CR electric field of a dipole is proportional to the 
derivative of the point chiuge field along the direction of the 
dipole orientation [4j. For a dipole oriented perpendicular to the 
z axis,the field is proportional to cos</>. For simplicity we drop 
the tp dependence in the following,and obtain
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—  Qdil (4)
y\n-(n) rip
ii 'i i l )  dp-
(5)
where/i. aiuJ are lhe 7 and p  eomponents of the clecirie
field, respectively, and
u(pM ) = - iH l- ' \d i l)p \ U > 0
i{p J i)^ iH l"[sU i)p \  il L2<{) (6 )
r  (arb unltfa) ■ » -■_
-1 -oa -0  6 -0  4 -0  2 0 0 2  0 4  0 6  OB 1
(Figure 3a), there is a sharp shock front and the effect of ihe 
dispersion is to add ripples behind it, as shown in the original 
experiment in LiTaO^, [5] a material which is firmly in the 
superluminal regime due to its large t \ , . The subluminal regime 
(Figure 3b) is qualitatively very different. The phase front angle 
IS dependent on p , and there is also a large field near p  = 0 As 
in the supeiiuminal regime, the radiation pattern is confined 
within a cone, but the cone angle becomes larger as decreases, 
in contrast with the supcrluminal case. These features are 
apparent in the calculations reported by Afanasiev et a l[ \%
Physical understanding of the differences between the two 
regimes can be extracted from an approximate analytical treatment
in the limit of large p . Taking as an example and using the 
large argument asymptotic form of the Hankcl function, Eq. 5 
becomes
where and H[;'' aie Hankcl functions and .v(f2) =
! c' - 12 tan |4|.
Because we aie interested in the lar field radiation, we restrict 
the integral to the range for which the Cherenkov condition is
satisfied > f / //(X2). II \ \  > (' / //(()), the laser pulse travels 
lasier than the entire lower polanton bianch, so we integrate 
over 0 < i2 < i2 IQ . I'his is what we call the superluminal regime. 
11 instead < r / //(()), lasei pulse only travels laster than 
lia|uencies in the range £2^  < £2 < £2/q , wheie £2^ is defined 
by \ \  - ( '  / n{£2( ) We reler to this as ihe subluminal regime. 
While this terminology has been brought into question recently 
by (iin/burg [26| we feel that it puwides a sharp distinction 
between these two qualitatively \ eiy diflerenl legimes.
rU,„ i^2s (£2) .-/» l-s(r2)/)*;r/4lOC -------— e  ^ W 2 .
 ^ n~{£2)y lKp
(7)
For large p , this integral is large only where the integrand docs 
not oscillate, so by the stationary phase method, it may ho 
approximated as
E oc y  rV-l'iZil ' ''“.H (S)
n - m , ) p  s 'W ) \
where f2, arc the frequencies within the lange of integration 
for which the phase in the exponential is stationary. These arc 
the solutions to
'  (l£2 p
which defines a cone of angle B to the c axis.
The cone angle depends on frequency because ,i(l2) 
contains n{£2) Eq.9 becomes
(is cic
t,. -£ 2 '  ' + = c o t0 .
'  cl£2 sc- d£2 Q
(10)
iMKiiri' 3. C a l c u t a l i o i i  (•! . p t o l l c t l  a L C u u t i n p  t o  t h e  c o l o i  s c a l e
, s ln m u ,  clue U) a p o i n t  d i p o l e  lo c a t e d  at p = i) a n d  ' - > - 0  t i a v e l i n g  lo
i h c  i i j jh t  at s p e e d  i h i o u ^ h  a  m e d i u m  w i t h  d i s p e i s i o n  g i \ e n  b y  Kq, I ( a )  
S u p e r l u m i n a l  r e g i m e  (\^ > ( / u l O ) )  ( h )  S u h l n m m a l  l e g i m c  ( r  <  (/ ; /( ( ) ) )
Plots of B-p calculated using Eq 5 in a medium with n{£2) 
given by eq. (1) are shown in Figure 3 In the superluminal regime
The dependence of 0 on i'' plotted for the two regimes 
m Figure 4. In the sui-ierluminal regime, 0 is a monolonic function 
ol Irequency, whereas in the subluminal regime two frequencies 
map onto the same angle, resulting in the complex beating 
behavior shtmn in Figure 3b.
The angle 6^^, defined as the smallest angle at w Ii k Ii 
radiation is emitted, is shown as a dashed line in Figure 4. The 
frequency that gives this confining angle is a solution to
.v"(I'2) = 0. In the supcrluminal regime, b{£2)v  ^ I c  ^ - \ > 0  foi 
all frequencies within the range of integration, and = 0
4;rf
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t,nly Nolulion. From Eq. 10, wc then get cos = v ,^//(0) / c , the 
sMMclaixl Cherenkov expression. In the subluminal regime, there
aic iwo solutions. For a material with dispersion given by Eq. 1
I lie electric field from this potential is [7]
F . = f
Jo
«/» e(£2)Q-
TUi2)dn
t N
“  T JoV.X ■'<> s ^ Q )
dQ.
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(13)
( 11)
( 12)
In the superluminal regime, a"(I2 )> 0 , and the integral 
vanishes. Wc gel a non-zero result when s~(Q) = 0, which 
only occurs in the suhlummal regime at polarilon
frequency vclocity-matchcd to the pulse. Wc emphasize that 
the phase matching condition is only met in the presence of 
dispersion. In the superluminal regime, no radiation is emitted 
from the bulk because the pulse is traveling faster than all of the 
infrared I requeueics generated.
Practically, a beam cannot be focused to a point, nor is it 
really planar. Any real source behaves as apoint for long 
wavelength polaritons and as a plane for short wavelength 
polaritons. We compare experiments with calculations by 
convoluting the point solution with the pulse en\clope. 
Calculalmns for extended sources are shown in Figure 5.
E (arb. units)
I ' lH ii re  4.  P l o t  o f  B q  It)  l o r  v a i i o u s  s o u i c e  v e l o c i t i e s  T h e  d a s h e d  l i n e  
ih e  C h e r e n l v o v  a i i j i l c  Of a n d  m d i c a i e s  t h e  j j m u p  v c l o c i l )  
m i i J u - d  h e i | i i e n c y  in t h e  s u h h i i i i i n a l  l e g i i n e  ( a )  S i i h h i n i i n a l  r e g i m e  ( h )  
SiipiI I m n i n .d  r e g i m e
(y, = -where 7 / t ' ) ' " -
.„ul ; ;=  [ |9 |
The point dipole solution is useful as a test ca.se, but difficult 
Ui .ipi i^oach experimentally due lo the tight focus needed. Before 
iiiniin!.’ In a general case, we focus on the somehow opposite 
limiting ca.se, when the beam waisl vr is much larger than the 
v\,i\clcnglh of the polarilon ()v »  2mn / Q) . Here the 
Uicicnkov source is a wall of dipoles traveling through the 
medium at the group velocity of the pulse.Because the pump 
IHilsc cniuains waveveclors pointing only in the direction of 
pin|iagation, wc expect polaritons to be emitted exclusively in 
ilic Inrward direction.
Fni an infinitely thick crystal, the source polarization is 
I* -  ~ v^ t) t \ i , where is a unit vector pointing inthe
diicLiinn of the dipole and f  is the areal polarization. It is 
possible lo obtain the CR field from the point dipole solution by 
Lonvolution, but here we u.se the method of Klcinman and 
fusion and calculate the Hertz potential [24]
K i} * u r r  5 .  C a l c i i l i i i i o n  o f  in  t h e  s u b l u m i n a l  r e g i m e  t o r  a n  e x t e n d e d  
. s o u r c e  o f  w i d t h  u o h t u m e d  h y  L o n v o l u t i n g  t h e  p o i n t  C t i l c u l u l io n  w i t h  a 
G a u . s s i a n  in  i h e  p  d i i c c l i o n  ( a )  (O =  2 0  p m  ( b )  w =  4 0  p m
4. Materials
The generation of electro-optic CR requires a non-zero X 
present only in crystals without inversion symmetry. In our 
experiments, we used ZnTe and GaP, readily available and well- 
characterized materials. See Table 1 for the parameters relevant 
to this work.
Materials with the zinc blende structure have a triply 
degenerate infrared-active optical phonon mode. For light 
normally incident on a (110) oriented crystal, the selection rules 
forbid excitation of the LO mode. For the doubly degenerate TO 
mode,
0 0 -b^
R^= 0 0 h and /?2 =
-h b 0
(0 b 0'' 
b 0 b 
0 0 0, (14)
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T a b k  1, T .i h lc  o l  p a i a in iM c rs  u s e d  in l l ic L a k u l a l n n i s  lo i  ( lie / m e  b l e n d e  
i i i a i e i i u l s  s i i i d i e d  hcit* T h e  t r r o u p  v c l o e i l y  m a l d i e d  f i r q u e n e y  12, 
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map the polariton field in two dimensions, measuring the 
polan/alion of the probe pulse.
I pump 
pulse
where and , aie llie Kaman tensors loi the modes polan/cd 
alon^ the ( N O )  and ( 0 0 1 ) dircclions, respcelivcly The single 
independeni tensoi componenl h corresponds to ihc eleclro- 
oplic cocllicienl with Uie elleclive electro-oplic Icnsor 
ihU) given by eq. (3) The ihpolar dislrihulion induced by the 
pump pulse IS oriented perpendiculai to the (NO) direcUon, the 
pulse‘s direction ol motion. We measure the phonon polariton 
amplitude by the linear electro-optic d ’fcct.Because of symmetry, 
the probe pulse is only sensitive to the electric liekl component 
perpendicular to the / axis.
Faust and Henry found, in their pioneering work using 
nonlinear mixing of visible and infrared cw la.scrlighl, that C = -  
0.47 in CiaP |21| This leads to total destructive interference 
between the ionic and electumic contributions iiw/ at 6,5 TH/„ 
Because this is close to lor 'ITsapphire pulses, the expected 
signal IS small. Recently Leilcnstorler et al measured C = -0  07 
m ZnTe by analyzing data Irom time-domain spectroscopy of 
THz pulses by electro-optic .sampling 132| This small value for 
C leads to ^ /=0 at 5.2 TH/, very close to Qj f ) . For our experiment 
in /n1e,we are only able to measure up to roughly 4 TH/., not 
high enough to be sensitive to any effects of the dispersion 
ol il.
5. Experiments
Our technique is based on that ol Auston etal\5] A diagram of 
the experimental .setup is sluiwn m Figure 6. Pulses irom an 
ultialast laser are split into pump and probe beams and focused 
to a common spot inside the sample. The pump pulse is the 
source ol CR. The tightly locuscd probe pulse travels along 
behind the pump pul.se and samples the field thiough the linear 
elcclio-optic el led, which causes a measurable change in the 
polarization ol the probe pulse When properly oriented, the 
polariton’s electric field induces birefringence, which can be 
probed by measuring the polarization slate of the probe after 
the sample. This yields a signal directly proportional to the THz 
Cherenkov electric field. By changing the lime delay (0 between 
pump and probe with a motorized delay stage m the probe path, 
and the relative focal position ( p ) by moving the motorized 
translation stage upon which the pump lens is mounted, we
Lock-in Amplifier 
/ •= /’,:/. = 50 kHz
F i m i r c  6 .  F x p c i i i i i c i u a l  . s e tu p  P u l s f S  a r  s p l i t  i n t o  p u m p  a n d  pi oho 
p a l h s ,  i h c  l i m e  i l e l a y  ( / )  b c M w c c n  w h i t l i  s v a r i e d  w i t h  a n  a u t o i i u i e d  
I r a i i s la t io u  s t a g e  T h e  r e l a t i v e  p o s i t i o n  i p )  f  t h e  t w o  b e a m s  i.s co n t ro l le d  
b y  e h a n g i n g  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o l  t h e  p u m p  Ic i  » T h u  p o l a r i z a t i o n  o f  p ro b e  
b e a m  is d c l e e t e i l  w i t h  a  p o l a r i / m g  b e a m  s p l i t t e r  a n d  t w o  d i o d e s ,  w i t h  the 
l o e k - i n  d e t e c t i n g  t h e  d i r i c i e n c c  h e t w c c n  t h e  t w o  . s i g n a l s . A l  l o p  r i g h t  i.s u 
U o s e - u p  o l  t h e  g e o m e t r y  i n s i d e  t h e  c r y s t a l  T h e  p u m p  a n d  p r o b e  pu lses 
t r a v e l  a l o n g  p a r a l l e l  p a t h s  i n s i d e  t h e  c r y s t a l  at  t h e  .san iu g r o u p  v e l o c i t y
Good spatial icsolulion requires that the two pulses 
propagate as collmcarly as possible inside the sample, so the 
pump and probe beams arc focused with two small lenses placed 
close together. In order to prevent walking of the pump and 
probe pulses spatially as they propagate through the crystal, 
we made the plane shared by the pump and probe beams 
perpendicular to the axis along which the pump lens is moved 
We accomplished this by directing the probe beam below the 
pump lens, and the relative local position was moved horizontally 
Resolution in : -vt is determined by the pulse width of the 
probe pulse and resolution in p by the focal waist of the probe 
bcam.The convoluted spot size inside the crystal was measured 
using the same technique. In ZnTe and GaP.two photon 
absorption depletes the probe when pump and probe overlap 
temporally and spatially, creating a large Gaussian peak.
The source of ultra fast pul.ses was a Ti:sapphire o.scillaior 
producing 60 fs pul.ses with central wavelength 800 nin al 
repetition rate 82 MHz Acousto-optic amplitude modulators 
were used to modulate the pump and probe beams at 3 MHz and 
2.95 MHz, respectively, and ihe probe was detected with a lock- 
in amplifier at the difference frequency 50 kHz. The maximum 
pump and probe average powers at the sample were roughly 
140 and30 mW, respectively, liniitcd mainly by the efficiency ot 
ihe modulators. We emphasize the importance of the double- 
modulation technique because il rejects scattered pump ligbi 
Recently, similar experiments have been perfonned using ihe 
Zernike phase contrast method with a CCD camera, to image ibc 
phase change of a weakly-focused probe beam caused by 
polariton as a function of position and time delay [33,34]. These 
measurements are basically equivalent to our experiments.
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To attain the point dipole geometi^, the pump pulse must be 
Dcuscd to a spot smaller than llVe wavelength of the polariton.
ausc we use thick crystals, we are limited to a focal waist of 
boLii 20 |ini which, depending on the material, corresponds to 
ni:i\iinum polariton frequency of 2-4THz.
Results of our experiment and calculations in ZnTc, a 
iibliimmal material, are shown in Figure 7. The (110) oriented 
ample was 1 cm^ by I mm thick. The data clearly shows many 
1 ihc features predicted for subluminal CR. The artifact that 
ppears about 1.6 ps after the pump pulse isdue to a second 
iiisc about 1000 times smaller than the pump pulse, which is 
iiobably due to a reflection from an optical clement upstream, 
hav IS another signal, an exponential decay behind the pump 
lulsi* due to the change in refractive index caused by free carriers 
ciiLiated by two-photon absorption. This signal is partially 
,;iLim ctl out by using polarization-sensitive detection, and the 
. imiiini has been lilted and subtracted out in Figure 7a.
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With an apparent decay probably due to a combination of the 
finite length of the sample, as discussed later, and the finite 
extent of the pump pulse, as described in [7]. As discussed 
above, the planar geometry is that used for the generation of 
THz pulses by nonrcsonani optical rectification [35]. The 
dependence of the distortion of a transmitted THz pulse on 
crystal thickness and laser wavelength has received a lot of 
attention recently [36,37], and our experiment and calculations 
are relevant to that problem.
-0 .5 0.5 1 1.5
Time delay (ps)
I m in e  7. (a)  R e s u l t s  o f  a  p u m p - p r o b e  ( l i l l e i c i i i i a l  i r a i i s m i s s i o n  e x p e r i m e n t
II /iilu An overall constant hackgrountJ was subtracted lor each time 
L.iii and a decaying exponential was subliaclcd out lor the time scans 
'I' ll P 0 The feature 1.6 ps behind the pump pul.se is an aitifacl due to 
1" i-\iu piil.se (b) Calculation with u point dipole convoluted with a 22 
lim riaussian in the transverse direction (c) Results of a pump-probe 
tixpiMimeni in a 3(K) pm thick ZnTc sample
As discussed earlier, the CR field in the subluminal regime 
 ^ exhibit a beating pattern. There is a striking node, shown in 
 ^igm e 7a that separates the shock wave into two or three distinct 
P‘>is This node can be explained by both subluminal beats and 
J convolution artifact due to the finite spatial size of the pump 
pit^ bc pulses, but is not as clear in the calculation. This 
•'^ erepancy, plus the lack of signal near p  = 0 in the experiment
'' pinbahly due to the finite size of the crystal, as discussed in
•ciail later
Hosulis for the planar geometry in GaP and ZnTe with a 
Waist of roughly 100 |im are shown in Figure 8. The GaP 
Was a 4 by I by 1 mm crystal. The time scans show the 
velocity matched frequencies predicted by v^  ^and n (Q ) ,
Figure H. Results of a pump-probe experiment with weakly focused 
ultiafasl pulses in ZnTc and GaP.Thc region near time zero is dominated 
by two-photon absorption (a) I mm thick ZnTe crystal The main 
frequency is roughly 2 THz (b) I mm thick GaP crystal The main 
frequency is roughly 7 S THz. The feature at I 7 ps is an artifact due to 
a second piil.se.
Experiments using the point geometry were also performed 
on a 300 pm thick ZnTe sample, where, as is apparent in Figure 
7c, the node disappears. We believe this is a result of the 
breakdown of the infinite crystal approximation. In the 
superluminal regime, the infinite crystal calculation works quite 
well, because the polaritons generated by the pulse are emitted 
at a large angle at all frequencies down to zero. Therefore effects 
of the finiieness of the crystal can be expected at the very edge 
of the shock wave, at p  = L tan = Ln^ /c , where L is the 
length of the crystal.
In the subluminal regime, polaritons near £2^ are sent in a 
near forward direction, and this complicates matters. For example, 
in our I mm thick ZnTe crystal, the Cherenkov angle of 2.5 THz 
polaritons is about 9 deg, so that component only reaches P = 
160 pm before the pulse arrives at the end of the crystal. In a 300 
pm thick crystal, it only reaches p = 50 pm. The subluminal 
beats, due to interference between frequency components sent 
in the forward direction, require some propagation time to 
develop and this might be the reason why they do not appear in 
a thin crystal, as is evident in Figure 7c.
These arguments could also explain some other 
discrepancies between calculations and experiments in Figure
lOK J K Wahlstrand and H Merlin
1 . 'V[^c large oscillalory signal al £2 ( near p  =0 in ihe calculalion 
is clearly absent in the experimental data, probably because 
is sent in the lorward direction, and thus the limlencss ot 
the crystal plays a large role The dif lercncc in the shape olThe 
cone between theory and experiment could be due to the same 
eflect. A I’inile crystal calculation is prt)bably needed in order to 
lully understand the details of the subluminal experiment Note 
that calculation ol CR in a linitc crystal is similar li) the so-called 
“lamm problem" ol ('R Irom a particle traveling along a fimle 
path|2.T38|.
'I he limteness ol the crystal can he expected to play an even 
moie important role m the planai geomeliy, in which Cherenkov 
com|)onents are emitted exclusively in the lorward direction. 
'Fhe CR pattern is die lesiill ol interlerence among these 
components, so this pattern should change dramatically with 
ci ysial thickness A very thin crystal would show no propagation 
ellecls. simply reproducing the tune derivativeol the pump pulse 
envelope as a shoit TH/ pulse A thick crystal should approach 
Ihe ml mile limit discussed here.
6. ly an s ic iit  gratinf; and phase m atching issues
riie most common approach used to excite and detect coherent 
polarilons is by using the transient grating tcchnic|ue |.^9, 40, 
411, m which two pump pulses mlcitere inside the crystal,setting 
up an intensity grating which generates a coherent polariton 
Held with a well-delmed wave vector (and iherclorc Ircquency). 
This mechanism is identical to that of the Cheienkov radiation 
expeiiment, the only diHerence being the sha|ic ol the source, 
which IS now periothc. We can calculate the polariton held 
generated by such a source using the machinery desciibed 
above. It we cross two pump Kams ol equal intensity al an 
angle ( i , Gaussian m space with waist vi- inside the sample and 
Gaussian m time with pulsewidth r , the intensity grating has 
the form
f( i, y,z-\\^.r)(x e -( » M )/■' C,.J i i . '  Ir
sn ip
- (  /» „  n ' / T - (15)
where is the wavevcctor ol the laser light inside the medium. 
Here we have assumed that f i  is small, which makes r , equal to 
the group velocity of each separate pulse This is a good 
approximation for the experiments described here, since is 
much larger than the wavevectoi of the gratings The Cherenkov 
angle converts the spatial periodicity of the transient grating 
into a temporal periodicity m the polariton held, resulting m a 
checkerboard pattern and a well-delmed polariton frequency 
i 2  ; (sec Figure 9)
Note that the wavevcctor of the grating is not the same as 
the polariton wavevcctor, since the polariton propagates in the 
diicction normal to the wavclixint. The magnitude of the 
polariton wavevcctor \s ( j  =  k   ^ sin 0  , where 0  is the Cherenkov 
angle. In many older ISRS papers, it is assumed that the 
wavcvector of the grating is the same as the polariton wavevcctor,
which only applies to situations when 6 is very large. This is 
generally a poor approximation, and, as recently pointed out bv 
Hcbhng, leads to incorrect polariton dispersion measureinenis 
|42|.
F(arb units)
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logurc 9. Calcukiimn ol f-p due lo a Iransient prating. showm<: ik 
Lhcckerbnaid polariioii held pallern generated behind the grarinp loi ivu. 
diirernii giatiiig peiiods
'I'hc simple mlerprctalion above works best for large u, in 
which case the polariton wavevcctor is well-defined. Forsiiuill 
vi\ edge effects make the polariton field more complex, bui h\ 
convoluling the point dipole solution with the grating, as shown 
m Figure 9, wc can calciilalc what the polariton held would he 
due to gratings of arbiliary shape. This provides u poieiiiiallv 
powerful machinery for calculating the polariton field gciiciaid 
by ullralasl optical pulses which have been shaped spaiiallv 
and temporally, for example, in the manner recently suggcsid 
by Kochi etal.\3?>] To the best of our knowledge, this approach 
has not yel been applied to this problem.
It is useful to relate the Cherenkov interpretation lo phase 
matching arguments. An ullrafasi pulse contains a conlinuiiiii 
of frequencies and wavevcctors, and whether by ISRS or DFG, 
polariton generation obeys phase matching. The Cherenkov 
interpretation is another way of expressing this. The polari/aiion 
IS proportional to terms like  ^ where
and a>2 denote w avcvector and frequenev 
components of the optical pulse. For the case of a planar 
geometry, the wavcvector components point along the r axiv
and conservation of m om entum  requires ^ =
= )]/ c .where q is the polariton wavcvcclnr
Since Q = (O, ,
_ (02n{C02)-(C02 ‘i-^2)n(0)2 +i2) 
c
= ^  {ri{0)2) + O),n'(co,)) = — —— , (HI
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making the connection to the group velocity matching argument 
,l,Mivcd above.
A lightly focused optical pulse has wavevcctur components 
puinting in many directions. The dependence of the polarization 
v^ t forces <7; = T2 / . The polariton wavcvector and
(icqiicncy must also satisfy =\q\chi(Q). Lei be the 
component of the polariton wavevector perpendicular to the :: 
,ixis Momentum conservation gives
n i v ^  V
- I (18)
a wide range of polariton wavevectors and frequencies. ISRS 
by a transient grating, shownin Figure 10b, has the advantage 
of defining the polariton wavevector and producing a large 
amplitude polariton in that wavevector. The planar geometry in 
the subluminal regime, shown in Figure 10c, produces a polariton 
frequency given by group velocity matching considerations.
.ukI ihc polariton is emitted at an angle tan Iq. lo the c 
,i\is, icltMilical to the Cherenkov angle. In the transient grating 
L^ imiclry, A, and are well-defined, and (he wavevector q = 
A, IS emitted in the direction given by Eq.l8 because the 
pclari/alion is a function of z -  As is well-known, it is 
possible 10 interpret ISRS as four wave mixing |40J. Here one 
IiilIcs both the generation and detection of the polariton in ,
much as we included the Raman contribution to the generation
( 2 )
nl ihc polariton in X . The four-wave mixing polarization is
/ t l ; / ( < » l  ) ^2 (‘W, -  r2)£,, )
(19)
- i,)^d(u)^J2 -  (Of) E^((0^)EU<0^ -I2)]£',,(a),.) (2())
hcic and are the pump fields and is the probe field, 
kI il IS the effective nonlinear susceptibility defined in Section 
All propagation and damping effects can be included x[^ ff » 
ml Ibis formalism is often used [43).
. (Amclusions
he analogy between ISRS generation of polaritons and 
hcrenkov radiation is a good example of the power of analogies 
(.‘iwcen seemingly unrelalcd fields. The observation that DFG 
1 a bulk transparent material can be related to the emission of 
uliaiion by relativistic charged particles is not all that surprising 
nice It results from a polarization induced by a traveling optical 
This dipolar charge distribution moves along with the 
nKc, ciniiting radiation as it travels through the medium. There 
a large volume of theoretical work in the field of radiation 
nnilornily moving charges [4, 44], which includes CR and 
i^ iiiMiion radiation, and there probably exist other fruitful 
' ihigies to nonlinear optical processes.
Wc would like to discuss the advantages and disadvantages 
Ihc various scattering geometries available for coherent 
'^iic'iaiion and detection of polaritons; see Figure 10. The 
hcicnkov”experimcnts in the superluminal regime, shown in 
lOa, produce the highest peak polariton amplitudes, but
Fijdiiic 10. Various tjcomctnes for the generation ot coherent polaritons, 
showing the near and lur polariton lields generated (a) Single pump pulse 
m a siipeiluminal mateiial (b) Transient grating geometry (c) Single 
pump pulse 111 a subluminal material
In summary, wc have experimentally imaged subluminal CR 
in ZnTc, verifying that CR takes the form of a cone even in the 
subluminal regime. Wc have shown that, in the planar regime, 
the response is dominated by the group velocity-matched 
polariton frequency . We have shown that transient grating 
experiments can successfully be interpreted in terms of CR by a 
periodic dipolar distribution, and that phase matching arguments 
can be reconciled with the Cherenkov interpretation.
Thanks to G Narayanasamy for assistance with the 
experimental setup, to M DeCamp, C Herne, and J Murray for 
lending us ZnTe samples, and to T E Stevens and J Kuhl.
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